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**Image Captions**

   280 x 245cm: layers of burned canvas+strings+mirror+ burned clothes  
   (and detail of above)

   Image Copyright: Hanaa Malallah  
   Photo copyright of detail: Sean Goddard

   book with lead cover with gloss paper and printed ink  
   (detail of cover and one of the pages)

   Photo copyright: Tim Pestridge

   video installation, detail of still of Oush Grab

   Photo copyright: Tim Pestridge

4) Shauna McMullan, *Via: Glasgow to Japan 19 days, 11 borders, 7 trains, 1 boat, a green dot* (2005)  
   Photographic installation

   Copyright: Shauna McMullan

5) Catrin Webster, *Found Image - From Postcard of Devil's Bridge c. 1900* (2009)  
   150 x 120 cm: water colour on paper

   Photo copyright: Tim Pestridge

   20 x 20 cm: ink on paper

   Copyright: Catrin Webster

7) Shauna McMullan & Catrin Webster, with workshop participants, *Reconstructing Cartographies I* (2009)  
   printed postcards (detail)

   Photo Copyright: Sean Goddard
IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM WITH THE IMAGE IN YOUR MIND, I CAN'T HELP YOU WITH THAT.